SIMPLE LUXURY BORDERS by THE DOMESTIC DASH
The easiest one I did was on the Artsy blue blanket.

Start by working a SC into the first SC in the base row. Then **chain 3, skip one SC in
the base row, SC into the next stitch. Repeat from ** all the way around the blanket
ending with a slip stitch into your first SC. The next 4 rounds are exactly the same only
you are working all the SC’s into the chain 3 spaces of the previous rows. On your last
round, work in the same way EXCEPT work a picot between the SC’s by, chaining 4, slip
stitch into second chain, chain 1, then SC in next space, all the way around.
For the Classic blanket -

***start in second block from corner***
Round 1- *Sc in first sc, ch1 skip 1, repeat all the way around ending with a slip stitch.
Round 2- (start 3 in from corner) Ch 1, sc in same stitch. *Ch 2, skip 2, sc in next stitch,
skip 2, 5DC in next stitch, skip 2, sc in next stitch. repeat from * At corners put 7DC in
the corner stitch. end with a slip st in first ch1
Round 3- Ch 1, sc in same stitch. **Chain 2, DC in next DC, (chain 1, DC in next DC)x4,
ch 2, sc in ch 2 space. repeat from ** At corners instead of repeating () 4 times, repeat it
6 times. End with a slip in first ch1.
Round 4- slip back over to the last DC, ***Ch 2, Dc in first Dc, repeat to 5th Dc, DO
NOT chain 2, but DC in next Dc then repeat from ***. Basicly, no chain 2 between
motifs. Same at corners. End slip into 2nd chain of the start.
Round 5- ch1, *3sc in ch 2 space, work picot*, all the way around, EXCEPT no picot
between motifs, so you’ll have 3 picots on top of each motif, and 5 around the
corners. End with a slip stitch.
Picot- ch 3, slip stitch into base of chain
For the Print -

*start three SC’s in from corner*
Round 1- *Sc in first sc, ch1 skip 1, repeat all the way around ending with a slip stitch.
Round 2- Ch 1, SC in same space. *Ch 1, skip 3, DC in next space, (Ch 1, DC in same
space)x3, Ch1, skip 3, SC into next space. (This gives you shells with 4 DC each) Repeat
from * around, making sure your corner stitch is the stitch where the 4 DC are
worked. End with a slip stitch to your first SC.
Round 3- Chain 5. **Work (DC, ch 1, DC, Ch1, DC) into center of the next shell. Chain 2,
Sc into next Sc, ch 2. (This gives you 3DC in each shell) Repeat from ** around. At
corners Work 5 (DC, Ch1) sets instead of 3, (5DC per corner shell). End with a slip
stitch into 3 chain of chain 5 start.
Round 3-Slip stitch into next space. Chain 3. ***DC into next DC, Ch 1, DC into ch1
space, Ch1, DC into next DC, Ch1, DC into next ch1 space, Ch 1, DC into next DC, Ch1,
DC into next ch 2 space, DC into next ch 2 space, Ch1. (This gives you 7 DC in each
shell.) Repeat from *** around. In corners work a DC into each DC with Ch1 in between,
(11 DC per corner shell.) End with a slip stitch into 2nd chain of Ch3 start.

Round 4- Ch 1, SC into next DC. ****SC into next ch1 space, SC in next DC, SC into next
Ch1 space, (SC, ch3, SC) into next DC, SC into next Ch1 space, SC into next DC, SC into
next Ch1 space, SC into next DC, Skip next (Ch 1, 2DC, Ch 1), SC into next DC. (
This gives you a smooth row of SC with a picot at the top of your shells, and a valley
between them.) Repeat from **** around. At corners work 2 extra picots evenly
spaced. End with a slip into first ch1, Fasten off.

